WE ONLY GET ONE WORLD
Please stand with us and your peers
in the plastics industry in working to
prevent resin pellet, flake and powder
loss into our environment

WORKING
TOGETHER
TO STOP
RESIN LOSS
Help Us to Prevent
Resin Pellet, Flake
and Powder Loss
Into the Environment

AS A
COMPANY

we have taken the Operation
Clean Sweep (OCS) pledge
Operation Clean Sweep® is an international
program designed to help prevent resin pellet,
flake and powder loss and help keep resin out of
the marine environment. Every segment of the
plastics industry has a role to play—including
resin producers, TRANSPORTERS, bulk
terminal operators and plastics processors—by
implementing good housekeeping and resin
containment practices.
As our transportation partner we ask that you
join us in our OCS pledge to help prevent resin
pellet, flake and powder loss.

VISIT

www.opcleansweep.org

to learn more about the US OCS
program and for tools that can help
your company work towards zero
resin pellet, flake and powder loss.

OPCLEANSWEEP.ORG

JOIN

your supply chain colleagues in
the Plastics industry by following
key housekeeping procedures to
help us prevent resin entering the
waterways in the USA

FOR TOOLS AND
GUIDELINES
to help you with this task, please refer
to the OCS website and the Manual
▶▶ www.opcleansweep.org
▶▶ www.opcleansweep.org/manual

We ask that you:
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Join us in this commitment
to helping prevent resin loss
into the environment
 onduct an audit
C
of your process to identify areas
that could be of concern and
identify ways to address them

 ollow up and
F
enforce procedures—
when management cares,
employees will, too!

Spilled resin pellets, flakes and powder can
make their way into local waters and eventually
end up in our oceans where they create
both a litter problem and a threat to sea life.
Preventing resin pellet, flake and powder loss
requires your help. By helping us adhere to
our OCS pledge or by joining us by taking the
pledge yourself, the environment wins and so
does the plastics industry.
By implementing the OCS practices and
principals we strengthen our:
●● Contribution to preserving water quality
and wildlife

 iscuss any concerns
D
with us as we maybe able
to help find a solution
Raise awareness of
your employees and
create accountability

THE VALUE
OF OCS

●● Compliance with federal, state, provincial
and municipal regulations
●● Employee health and safety
Take it a step further and take the OCS pledge
yourself! This voluntary stewardship program is
easy to join and be recognized for.

●● Operational efficiency

WE ASK YOU

●● Reputation in the community

to join us by taking the pledge
▶▶ www.opcleansweep.org/pledge

●● Financial bottom line

